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The next issue of the Journal (the winter issue) will be published on the 11th 
December 2007. Any contributions (letters, articles, etc.) should be with the Editor no 
later than the meeting on the 13th November. 
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From our President 
 
I am writing this on the longest day of the year but with the rain it 
looks and feels like the shortest day of the year! 
 
This is the 10th Edition of our Journal and I am more and more 
impressed by its presentation format and of course, content.  We 
are members of the Federation of Cumbria History Societies and 
we have been told we are the most enterprising and interesting 
Society of their member societies. I was at a Book Fair in Kendal and there was our 
Lakeland Valley through Time book for sale, (for more than the original price) so it 
has become a collectible already. 
 
We have had interesting and good walks and outings so far this year. Someone 
stopped me in the village and said they had so enjoyed the Corn Mill walk and didn’t 
know a walk could be so fascinating.  
 
Our next venture is the Open Weekend of Sept. 7th 8th and 9th. More of this in the 
insert to the Journal.  In this connection I think your Committee are still trying to find 
a home for the increasing number of photos, archives and artefacts belonging to the 
Society.  If anyone has any ideas please contact John Berry. 
 
Enjoy the Journal with its colour cover and we all look forward to another stimulating 
programme starting in October.   

Clare Brockbank  
 
From the Primitive Methodist Magazine, 1858. 
 
People associated with the history of the Methodist Churches in Staveley are less well 
represented in our files than those of the Established Church. We are therefore 
grateful to member Martin Crossley Evans who discovered this reference in the 
Primitive’s national magazine of 1858. 
 
Died at Staveley, Kendal Circuit, February 23rd, 1858, Janet Grisdale, who was the 
oldest member of our society. She was brought up under the guardian care of her 
grandparents, who were moral and upright in their conduct, and were highly 
esteemed, being regular in their attendance on Divine service at the Established 
Church, which was the only place of worship, at that time, in the village. After her 
marriage, she was greatly respected for peaceable conduct and industrious habits; her 
husband knew her worth, and his heart could safely trust in her. They had a numerous 
family yet, by industry, care, and economy, they had the pleasure of seeing their 
household assume an appearance of respectability, so that by God’s blessing they 
could live honestly in the sight of all men. 
 
About the year 1830, the Primitives and Wesleyans began to hold occasional services 
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in the village. She did not then join any society, in consequence of having to remove 
from the village, but on returning to it again, in 1834, she immediately joined our 
society, and remained a consistent and pious member to the period of her dissolution. 
She was a person not given to change; she could rejoice when the society and cause 
prospered, when the members were few, and the cause in a low state, even in 
personal and family afflictions (of which she had no small share). A few years since, 
she removed close to our chapel, which she esteemed a great mercy, as it enabled her 
to attend with frequency the means of grace, and, notwithstanding her extreme 
weakness, she saw the goodness of God. On Friday evening, she became suddenly 
insensible; on Saturday she was again conscious, but very weak, though very happy, 
and perfectly resigned to the will of God. On the Sabbath, she remarked that she was 
ready either to depart, or stay a little longer, as the Lord saw best. On Tuesday at 
about eleven o’clock she sweetly fell asleep in the arms of her Saviour. 
 
Post Offices in Kentmere 
 
Although the national postal service began in the 17th Century it took 250 years 
before the service was fully established in Kentmere and it had its own Post Office. 
 
The General Post Office was set up in 1660. Broadly speaking mail was delivered 
throughout England and into Scotland and Wales along the six great Post Roads - the 
Western Road between London and Plymouth, the Bristol Road between London and 
Bristol, the Chester Road from London to Chester and on to Holyhead, the North 
Road between London, York and Edinburgh, the Kent Road between London and 
Dover and the Yarmouth Road between London and Yarmouth. None of these routes 
favoured Cumberland and Westmorland. It was not until 1669 that this area was to be 
served by two ‘by-posts’ either from Northallerton on the North Road across to 
Carlisle via Richmond, Brough and Penrith, or from Stone on the Chester Road via 
Congleton, Knutsford, Warrington, Preston and Lancaster and thus to Kendal1. 
 
The earliest recorded Kendal postmark is dated 17052 but it was not until 1812 that 
Kendal had a Penny Post with receiving houses at Bowness, Ambleside, Hawkshead, 
Sedbergh and Dent. 
 
On 25th November 1841, things moved a little closer when Staveley Post Office was 
opened as a branch under Kendal3. Thirty years later we hear of the redoubtable Mrs 
Mary Walker who for twenty years was one of the postmen/women working out of 
Staveley. She is said to have walked 33,000 miles delivering mail in Kentmere. She 
was a remarkable woman who had a large family of 12 children and a husband who 
had been blinded as a result of an explosion at work. Apart from her postal duties she 
is reputed to have performed numerous fetching and carrying tasks and she also took 
in laundry “to help make ends meet”. She brought the mail on foot from Staveley 
each day and delivered it throughout the valley. She then waited in a hut on the green 
at Greenhead before collecting the mail and returning on foot to Staveley7. 
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 1988 the Office was re-categorised as a Community Post Office and the hours of 

Until 1910 letters for Kentmere still came via Staveley Post Office from Kendal. At 
that time the nearest Telegraph Office, Money Order Office and Post Office to 
Kentmere was in Staveley4 and the telegraph boy would have to cycle up the valley 
with urgent messages. Soon after that the postman was to arrive by motorcycle and 
sidecar. 
 
The first Post Office to open in Kentmere under Kendal was run by Miss Selina 
Dodd, the sub-postmistress. (There is a Mrs Selina Dodd mentioned as proprietress of 
the Temperance Hotel in Kentmere - now Bridge End House - maybe mother and 
daughter or even one and the same person!). At that time letters arrived at 9.00 am 
and were dispatched at 3.40pm. In July 1910 Kentmere PO became a Telegraph 
Office in its own right.5

By 1914 the Kentmere Post Office had 
become established at Greenhead with 
Thomas Voss as sub-postmaster.6 The 
Edward VII post box, still beside the 
gate, dates from that time. 
 
In the 1920s Mrs Voss moved to 
Lowbridge and took the Post Office with 
her. A new post box was built into the 
field wall opposite. When Mrs Voss 
moved again the house was taken by Mr 
and Mrs Dirkin and the Office remained 
there, with the Dirkins in charge. During 
the Second World War the Post Office 
moved to Rook Howe and was then run 
by Margaret (Marge) Bingley. Then, for 
a short time, it went to High Holme on 
Hellwell Lane (but not the present 
house) and Mrs Mattie Thompson 
became sub-postmistress. It moved yet 
again in the 1950s, this time to Brow 
Top Farm and was run by Joseph 
Hayton. When he retired from farming in 
1960 he and his wife moved to Pumple 
Syke and Mrs Evelyn Hayton continued 
with the Post Office. It was still a 

Telegraph Office and was, at that time, open on 6 days a week with the added draw of 
cigarettes and drinks on sale from the hatch which led directly into their living room. 
 
In
opening were reduced to only two mornings each week. This situation still exists 
today. In 2007 the Post Office is still open in Kentmere. It is still at Pumple Syke 
although it is now run by Mrs Sandra Johnston. 
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he Kentmere Post Office has moved around a great deal in its short history from its 

ntil recently each 

he post box rema

he two post boxes, at Greenhead and Low Bridge, are still in use and are the only 

References: 
n - Great Britain - Post Roads, Post Towns and Postal Rates (1635- 

2. county Catalogue of Postal History Vol. 5 (privately 

3.  Listing of Cumbria Post Offices - undated and unpublished 

 - ed. Joe Scott 1995  

 
T
first recorded presence in a wooden hut for the postman on the green at Greenhead. 
The wooden hut from Greenhead still exists. After becoming redundant is was moved 
near to the tarn where it was used as a shelter then moved again to Brow Top Farm 
where it is used as housing for the farm dogs. 
 
U
of the houses 
mentioned had 
evidence of the 
Post Office being 
there. They had 
hatches in their 
hallways which 
gave access to the 
office from the 
living quarters. At 
the time of 
writing, these 
hatches still exist 
at Low Bridge, 
Rook Howe and 
Pumple Syke. 
 
T ins opposite Lowbridge although it is no longer built into the wall. 
That post box became so rusty that it let in snails which ate the post! A more recent 
box was attached to an adjacent telephone pole. 
 
T
ones in Kentmere Parish - the next nearest is at Scroggs Bridge. For a time in 2006 
the number of collections from these boxes was reduced to one each morning. In 
January 2007 the second collection each weekday afternoon was reinstated. 
 

Iain Johnston 

1. Robertso
1839) London 1961 
Davies - The British 
published) 
Ken Smith -

4. Bulmer - History & Directory of Westmorland - 1885 and 1906 
5. Kelly’s Directory of Westmorland 1910 
6. Kelly’s Directory of Westmorland 1914 
7. A Lakeland Valley Through Time - SDHS
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St

his may well have been a talking point back in 1845/6 as the Kendal & Windermere 

ockbridge Farm saved 
 
T
Railway decided to re-route its railway away from the farm. On the published plans 
of the railway in 1844 the line passed within yards of the farmhouse and with it being 
on embankment would almost certainly have required the house to be demolished. 
The extract below shows the problem. The solid line is the proposed centre line of the 
railway; the broken lines represent the ‘limits of deviation’ for construction and 
negotiating purposes. 
 

 
 

he farm was owned by the Earl of Lonsdale, with the income used to support the 

terestingly, Benn was also asked to represent the adjacent landowner, Henry 
Colebank of Common Head who owned the Moss Side estate. In his letter of Dec 21st 

T
living of the Vicar of Shap, John Rowlandson. One can imagine the consternation 
that the publication of the plan caused at the possible loss of income. The Earl’s 
agent, Joseph Benn, was sent to sort out matters with the Railway Company and 
reported back in 1846 that a new route had been negotiated which allowed the farm to 
remain and for a portion of the farm land to remain on the Staveley side. Benn had 
met with a Mr. Crosby (possibly a District Valuer) and in July 1847, some months 
after the railway opened, they met in Kendal to agree the final amount of 
compensation. The settlement sums show how the value was made up; one acre, three 
roods and eight perches of land valued at £3:10:0 per annum for 35 years, plus 25% 
for forced sale, plus 50% for injury on severance, another £30 for fencing and £50 for 
Injury to buildings for road diversion etc making a grand total of £309:13:9. 
 
In
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 today (see photo below looking east towards 
endal) it is clear that the line bends round to the south before returning to its 

1845 to Mrs Colebank, Benn values the land at £212:17:6 and advises the Colebanks 
to be careful to have a proper road with fences and gates made by the Company 
through Thomas Furness’ field (Furness appears in our history of the Railway 
Cottages) and also It is possible that the Railway Company may wish to bargain as 
well for the land on the Staveley side of the line for a ‘station’. Should this be the 
case then I would advise you to make a separate bargain for this portion which I 
consider to be of more value should it be required for such purposes. If this reference 
to a Station had been pursued Staveley Station may have ended up at the rear of the 
New Inn (being constructed 1844) – now the Eagle & Child. The final land 
compensation recommended to Colebank (not including compensation for the extra 
distance and inconvenience of the new road) was £268:16:6; however the final 
payment made under the conveyance of 10th November 1847 amounted to £435:5:2 
and made no mention of a new road. 
 
If we look at the line of the railway
K
original proposed line after the level crossing. 
 

 
 
The broken white line shows the original proposal, right through the barn at 

tockbridge. The files of the Kendal & Windermere Railway Company have long 

y 
 

S
since been lost, but the Lonsdale files can still be viewed at Carlisle Record Office. 

 
John Berr
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The House That Never Was... 

 1899 a poster announced the sale by auction in Kendal of ‘Brockstones and Stile 
End with Hallow Bank Cottage, formerly occupied by the late James Airey’. He is 
listed there in the 1851 census. The whole property was apparently bought by a Dr 
Lloyd Rayner - evidently a scientist rather than a medic - who moved into Hallow 
Bank (smaller than it is now) and installed George Waterstone as the tenant farmer in 
Brockstones, ‘GW’ is still valid as the horn mark for sheep, though almost 
discontinued since plastic ear-tags are now required. 
 
Dr Rayner planned a large house for himself just to the south of Brockstones farm 
buildings, but it was never built, reportedly due to financial losses in South Africa 
around the time of the Boer War. There are various stories of ancillary buildings 
being constructed or altered, notably one of a stable-block with accommodation for 
grooms, which was used for prisoners of war (which war?) doing farm work.  
 

Three conspicuous preparatory works remain (see map below): 
 

 
In

 
 

1 A well-engineered level driveway curving north-eastward from a new entrance at 
the start of the old road to Sadgill, with an elaborate iron entrance gate between 
two fluted iron posts. 

2 An ornamental mixed plantation of mature trees on either side of the entrance, 
extending about 650 feet in total. 

3   In field no 161 immediately south-west of the Sadgill road there is clear evidence 
of two large rectangles marked by (mainly) double lines of large stones set into 
the turf, of total extent c. 240ft by l00ft. This field is named Parrock How by the 
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den Field. The outlines are first shown on the 
OS 25-inch map dated 1913. The lines of stones have their fair faces aligned 

ard could reveal more, and 

 1944. 
tone in pink Shap 

gran urch. 

Sources of information: 
Nicholas Pighills, now Chairman of Kentmere Meeting, has lived in Hallow Bank 
since he was aged 2, and is one of the few remaining pupils of Kentmere School. He 
remembers as a boy the paths, but nothing of any produce except 2 fine large cherry 
trees. He has the auction notice mentioned above. Bunty Rayner (daughter) visited 
Nick’s parents when in her 70’s and left various photos, mainly of houses. 

 
Other help and information was given by Ivan Dickinson, the farmer at Brockstone, 
which his father Ben bought; Clara Black, John Williams, and Tom Bland.  
 
Members are reminded that ‘Garden Field’ is private property and there is no right 
of access. However the lines of stones can be clearly seen from the public path to 
Sadgill east of the gateway marked on the map. 

Christopher Gregory 
 

Summer Walks 
 
The May summer walk at Garnett Bridge attracted about 20 members of the society 
who were rewarded by an excellent tour of the mill and adjacent buildings by Mr 

He 

em

OS, but always known locally as Gar

inwards as if to define paths about 4ft 
wide. At least six small cast-iron 
frames, as used to hold drain grilles, 
can be seen on the surface along these 
paths, mainly at intersections, and 
shallow digging when the ground is 
less h
possibly drainpipes. There is now no 
sign of gravel or other surfacing - but 
a century has passed. 
 
Lloyd Rayner died in 1906 aged 51; 
his wife Elizabeth not until
Their double graves

ite with a cross stands near the northeast corner of Kentmere ch
 

Logan Thom. 
 

began the visit by outlining the uses of the cluster of buildings at the riverside and 
giving a glimpse of man’s activity there more than a century ago. Now very quiet, 
Garnett Bridge and surroundings once gave employment to many; 20 men walking 
out from Kendal daily to work at the Corn Mill, Malt Kiln, and Saw Mill. Rubbing 
the exterior wall of the mill, Mr. Thom showed how ears of corn were still there, 

bedded in the crumbling mortar, and an impression of how the buildings may have  
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usage as a house; we walked along the side 
finally went inside the mill. The waterwheel, n
the house, is still workable and it is hoped w
provide power for domestic use. It was last 
some of the machinery was taken away for rep
was past. 
 
Traces of earlier lives still remain at the mill.
window with pencilled notes on the frame
ownership and a large key found under floorboards which still unlocks outside double 
doors. It was a memorable evening, thoroughly
 
The June walk, in Staveley, was led by our S

 as it was and how it took on the shape and character it 

aret’s and 
 history of

e rear of the Wo
ointed out the remains of Taylor’s weir, abandoned when Chadwicks built the 

t they could not make 

ked in earlier times could be seen from alterations to doorways and windows. 

en the barn revealing hints of an earlier 
of the leat to the weir and back, and 
ow enclosed as part of the interior of 
ill be employed in the near future to 

used for grinding corn in 1926 when 
air but never returned as its usefulness 

 Tools lie there, the side of a cart, a 
 indicating Underley Estates former 

We were shown the interior of a cottage, th

 enjoyed by all who attended. 

ecretary, John Berry, who introduced 
some 35 people to previously unknown aspects of our local history. At each stopping 
point along the route he drew upon his research and that of other members to supply 
information about the village

has today.  
 
Starting in the Wood Yard with the 
history of Low Mill, the walk proceeded 
along Main Street to St Marg
then to the Eagle where the  
the earlier inn was explained. We then 
learnt about Nether Staveley common, 
the ford over the Gowan, and the 
chequered history of the mills at Barley 
Bridge.  
 

The walk finished along the riverside path at th od Yard where John 
p
present one. 
 
The July walk in Appleby had to be 
re-arranged due to the indisposition 
of Alice Palmer. Substitute guides 
were found bu
the morning starting time so our Vice 
Chairman stepped into the breach 
and led a convoy of cars to a 
morning tour of the upper Eden 
valley, visiting Outhgill church and 
Pendragon Castle before arriving in 
Appleby. Members of the Appleby 
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oke, 

re able to see these and stroll around their beautiful gardens. 

ltogether it was a most interesting and enjoyable day. Our thanks to Vivien Gate, 

tten in response to the article 
Major Ronald Macdonald: an episode of the 
 
The article about Major Ronald Macdonald
think a generous dash of romanticism has enhanced any historical facts. 4000 
‘splendid English Cavalry’ being ‘cut to pie
important battle indeed, and whatever did ha
your editor says, no claims of historical accu
 

Membership Subscriptions 
 
At the society’s AGM in April an increase in membership subscriptions was 
approved by those present. Effective from 1s

vidual members:  £7.00 

crease will be used to offset the 
e date, the fee for visitors attending 

nvention 

Newton Rigg on 22nd Sept. Details 

Civic Society led our afternoon guided tour, starting in the Moot Hall. Stan Ro
the current Mayor of Appleby, told us about the history of the Council chamber, 
including the historic statutory measures that still remain, and showed us the civic 
regalia. John Hodge then guided us up Boroughgate, pointing out buildings of interest 
and into the yard of the Lady Anne Clifford almshouses where we went into the little 
Chapel and saw the gardens. John had also kindly arranged for us to see his own 
house where his wife had laid on tea and homemade biscuits, much to our surprise 
and delight. It is one of the few houses on Boroughgate retaining its original features 
and we we
   
The final part of the tour, the church of St Lawrence, was led by Vivien McKay who 
gave us its history from the 12th century, and showed us the memorials to both Lady 
Anne and her mother, who are both interred in the vault beneath. 
 
A
who had made the arrangements for the afternoon. 
 

Correspondence 

an, has wri
 
Mr. Ian Dewhirst, a West Riding local histori

45 in the Spring 2007 Journal. 

 is certainly very interesting although I 

ces’ would surely have signified a very 
ppen at Clifton wasn’t that. Anyway, as 

racy are made. 

t October 2007, the annual subscriptions 
will be: 

 
For indi
For two members at the same address: £12.

 
The additional revenue resulting from this in
Society’s Journal production costs. From the sam
our meetings will be £2.00 per visit. 
 

Cumbria Local History Federation Co
 
The annual convention and AGM takes place at 
from any of our committee members. 
 

00 
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